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• “A personal health budget is an amount of 

money to support a person’s identified 

health and wellbeing needs, planned and 

agreed between the person and their local 

NHS team”. 

• To give people greater choice, flexibility 

and control over the health care and 

support they receive.

• An opportunity for people to work in equal 

partnership with the NHS about how their 

health and wellbeing needs can best be 

met. 

Personal health budgets are not about new 

money, but about using resource differently. 

Personal health budgets – an extra tool?  
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Pilot programme - large scale control trial evaluation 2009-2012

• Over 2,700 people including people with a range of long term 
conditions - COPD, stroke, diabetes, neurological, mental health 
needs, and people in receipt of NHS Continuing Healthcare.

Results

• Significant improvements in care-related quality of life and 
psychological well being

• No significant differences by age, sex or socio-economic status

• Less use of hospital, GP and A&E services compared to the 
control group. 

• Overall more cost effective than conventional service delivery

• Particularly positive effects for CHC, mental health, for larger 
PHBs over £1000 

Read the full evaluation report at www.phbe.org.uk

The evidence

http://www.phbe.org.uk/
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Some illustrative examples (1): Pat, 64, as told by Sandra, her COPD nurse

“When I met Pat to undertake her personal health budget assessment I had real 

concerns about her low mood and how her COPD and breathlessness was adversely 

affecting her quality of life. She had a poor social life and only left her home twice per 

week to carry out essential tasks.

The patient-run pulmonary exercise/support group has not only improved Pat’s health, it has become 

an activity through which she’s developed a good social network. Importantly, provision of the 

exercise bike has enabled the support group to continue to function and has helped Pat and the 

whole group to manage their breathlessness better. Attending the exercise group has also helped her 

to lose some weight.

Before the personal health budget process began Pat said she was becoming more and more 

withdrawn and low in mood. The process allowed us to look beyond the normal services that are 

available and to decide together what could improve Pat’s quality of life and wellbeing. For example, 

the provision of complementary therapy to help her manage her depression and anxiety in 

conjunction with the support and medication she received from her GP was most beneficial.

Indeed, the whole personal health budget process has helped Pat. She is so much more confident 

about managing her disease and is less fearful about her breathlessness. This has resulted in her 

being less anxious, exercising more and having a far better quality of life with increased social 

interactions. All in all, Pat is a different lady.”
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Some illustrative examples (2): Ricky, who lives with bi-polar disorder

What did I have before this house, this was my life. I had nothing. Sue would 

come and see how I was every two weeks and we would sit here for an hour 

that was my only interaction. She would go away and I would take all my 

medication and go back into depression my life was just meaningless. 

I am not seeing Sue so frequently now, it used to be once a fortnight now its every two months, so there 

is a six weeks gap there, which is quite good. There are still times when I need to see Sue. I am quite 

proud of myself to be honest. 

I am completing my Reiki Masters Degree this coming weekend and what that will allow me to do is I 

will be able to teach Reiki, not just give Reiki but teach. Since I have been doing Reiki I go to a Reiki 

share group where I have met some beautiful people, its an opportunity to give something back for what 

has been given to me…life’s pretty good. 

With the budget things are just amazing. I have this cinema card. With my illness I sometimes need to 

escape from what I am thinking, take myself away and the cinema does that and when I come back 

home it’s not so bad and I can manage better, and it works! 

To be honest if anyone is considering a personal health budget I would say go for it because it has 

changed my life, I’m more confident, I have more self-esteem, I’ve made new friends, I’ve studied, all 

because of the personal health budget. 
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Some illustrative examples (3): Ray from Oxfordshire

Until ill health struck suddenly, Ray was leading a busy and active retirement. A sudden 

crises led to a diagnosis of myeloma, a bone marrow cancer. The vertebrae had to be 

removed and he needed a titanium cage inserted to protect his spinal cord and titanium 

rods pinned into his back. Ray survived, but recovery has been a long, slow road.

After five months of grueling cancer treatment, Ray was finally back at home. At first he needed to use 

a wheelchair, but gradually he gained enough mobility to walk using sticks. Ray’s physiotherapist 

brought up the subject of a personal health budget. Before he became unwell Ray had been a keen 

cyclist and long distance walker, not being able to participate in the activities he loved was a huge blow.

Hearing that he’d been chosen to receive a one-off budget to help him get moving again was perfect 

timing. When you’re feeling limited it can be difficult to think differently so the conversations to develop 

a support plan were really helpful. He talked through the options, and decided to use the money to join 

his local gym, with some money left over to cover taxi fares so that he wasn’t reliant on his wife for lifts.

The gym provided just the hope and encouragement he needed. Before long he was gaining strength 

and confidence, and he found that the design of the low level cycling machines at the gym were an 

inspiration. If he could use this stationary bike – then why couldn’t he find a similarly designed bike for 

riding outside? 

He eventually settled on a recumbent tricycle which, now also fitted with electrical assistance, means 

Ray can get out and about safely in his beloved countryside using mainly traffic free routes. While the 

personal health budget only paid for the gym membership, Ray believes the discussions around the 

budget opened up wider possibilities.

“It was support towards finding a new way of doing things and enjoying life.”
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You have permission to be bold, be genuinely person-centred, work through risks, and ‘think 

outside the box’.

Are there groups of people where you think ‘if only it were possible to…’. Maybe:

• The current ‘offer’ doesn’t work for them and/or

• An in-depth person-centred conversation, with the ability to use a budget to take some 

practical action, could really make a difference?

• For piloting you can be bold, be genuinely person-centred, work through risks, and ‘think 

outside the box’.

Exploring personal budget approaches

As commissioners, issues for 

the longer term include:

• How could this be 

equitable? What would the 

eligibility be, so we could 

be certain we were not 

just ‘cherry picking’?

• How could this be 

sustainable? Where does 

it save us money and how 

would we make on-going 

funding available?


